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Introduction of the [CONS] team The [CONS] team is a French elite of « gay » minded Frenchy who just wanna kick ass to Americans Xbox live opponents.



The major problem of the team as a failure is that no one is this team can turn to a leader. As totally French gay fuckers, nobody accept any order, remark or even comment to get better and become a successful team. They just do what they have in mind and don’t give a shit if one member of the team is in trouble. The worst thing that came out of this team, when one falls, another laugh.



To change this situation, “the community of the gay teams” decided to create a manual to help the CONS team improving his tactics, and most of all, understand each other personality. Welcome to the short trip of understanding how to become less gay than what you are.



Here is the list of the members of this Team (Classified information).
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PIERRE URBAIN, Nickname: “The French Bourrin”



Besides his name, which is totally gay, Pierre Urbain is by far the most intelligent, strategic-minded, and strongest member of the team. His attitude to be a leader has been proven by his excellent score records during the decades of Halo 2 and Halo 3. Unfortunately, his two stupids teammate refuse to obey to his orders which make victory impossible in a lot of cases.



Pierre started to manipulate weapons at the age of 3, he had a licence at 10, and at 11, he killed his first cat.



Despite his gay name, Pierre Urbain acquired a reputation on the scene as the most “bourrin” guy, a gay French word meaning that Pierre Urbain has no fear to get into the battle, which is not a “gay attitude”. When Pierre Urbain launches an attack, his coward teammates prefer to watch him die instead of taking the chance to help him achieving master-killing, which is his specially…



So now you can easily understand what is the problem of Pierre Urbain: his team-mates.
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BIKOKO, Nickname: “The Boulet” (not the bullet)



BIKOKO has no idea where he started to manipulate weapons. Actually, he doesn’t have idea at all. Look at this way of looking at us. He’s gay but he doesn’t even know it!



That’s a little bit what BIKOKO offers to his team when he start fighting. A total interrogation on anything. Why is he here? Why does he play with us? All those questions that he puts in our minds. That’s his power.



Bikoko is the first soldier in history whose actions are totally unexpectable. Nobody knows what he is planning to do: no enemies, no team-mates knows what he has in his little bald head. Even Bikoko doesn’t know what to do. That’s the key to his secret. He’s totally outside of the battle. He doesn’t understand what is a bomb and why it explode. So even if you give him the equation: BOMB + SITE, he doesn’t understand he has to put a bomb on the site. He’s mysterious and strange. In battle, he burps in the mic but nobody knows if it is to disturb his enemies or confuse his teammate. With his very confusing skills and none existing tactics, Bikoko is known as the “boulet”, the guys who shouldn’t be in the team but is still needed. In confusing situations, it is sometimes good to have a boulet in the team so that he can get shot instead of yourself…
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FUHRAKEN, Nickname: “The Planqué”



With his unbelievably gay appearance and unpronounceable name, FUHRAKEN showed that style makes sometimes forget Mediocrity.



As a lonely kid when he was 5 years old, Fuhraken developed a strong gay spirit making him appear as a gay guy above the other. This developed a very gay attitude that reflects his war tactics today. Always wanted to prove he has a good style, Fuhraken wants always to complicate simple things to make him appear good. For example if he wants to shot someone at 10 meters, he could use an assault riffle and approach the guy to get him. But Fuhraken with his very strong gay attitude will try to hide up on a tower, take a sniper and desperately trying to shot the guy in the head like a fucking gay lord. While Pierre Urbain already shot the guy, he will try to shoot Pierre Urbain as well before understanding he is on the same side. That attitude could make of Fuhraken a very interesting ally in combat: like the guy who’s covering you with his sniper from behind. Oh no, my friends. Fuhraken will rather like using this situation to shot the guy Pierre Urbain is trying to kill instead of the guy who’s shooting on Pierre Urbain. Then he can have two kills, maybe. But the team won’t win. And that doesn’t matter so much as the CONS team is maybe the gayer war team we ever saw.
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